
UNLIMITED  
STYLE.

LEDayFlex III 
LED combination lamp



YOUR VEHICLE.  
YOUR STYLE.
The new LEDayFlex III universal combination lamp brings unlimited style to the road. 
Individual. Modular. Flexible.

CUTTING EDGE DESIGN!
STRIKING APPEARANCE,

The outstanding LEDayFlex III modules are strongly compelling.  
Whether horizontal, vertical or diagonal, flexible alignment options  
give each headlamp a strong individual character.*

UNLIMITED STYLE!
FLEXIBLE MODULARITY, 

The new modular lighting system promises maximum technology and design freedom:  
it can be chosen between three and five LEDayFlex III modules for each side of the vehicle.   
The other individual options for arranging the modules make the headlamps unmistakable.  
Clear signatures will significantly change the street landscape.

* Please observe the relevant country-specific legal requirements and guidelines for vehicles in the installation instructions. 



Floating light modules emanate brightness from the front of the vehicle, sometimes 
flashing, sometimes shining, but always with a clear view. They embody fascinating 
state-of-the-art design and infinite style.

FLOATING MODULES!
UNIVERSAL LIGHT ATMOSPHERE,

The LEDayFlex III is the next generation of the established LEDayFlex family. This new 
developed lamp has three LED light functions: daytime running light, position light and 
direction indicator light [also with wiping function]. The clincher is that all three functions  
have convincing, innovative EdgeLight technology. 

Daytime running light Direction indicator lightPosition light

TRIPLE FUNCTION! 
THIRD GENERATION, 

EdgeLight technology provides a clear signature thanks to 
the edge that radiates light. Furthermore, it provides a very 
homogeneous light distribution so that LED spots cannot be 
detected individually.

CLEAR EDGE! 
CLEAR SIGNATURE, 
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CREATIVE REQUIREMENTS!
INDIVIDUAL OPTIONS,

The new LEDayFlex III combination lamp was developed especially for universal front lighting. 

Thanks to their clear shape, the modules can be harmoniously integrated into any headlamp.  
This allows infinite scope for individuality and creativity.


